
'Check it out'! 

The church library has a collection of books on loan to us. Books from author A. W. 
Tozer will be available in the library for a limited time. Please come in and see us to have 

a look at these books! 

A.W. Tozer was an American Christian pastor, preacher, author, magazine 
editor, and spiritual mentor. He spent 44 years in ministry, associated with the 

Christian and Missionary Alliance (C&MA). The final years of his life were 
spent as pastor of a church in Toronto. Among the more than 40 books that 
he authored, at least two are regarded as Christian classics: The Pursuit of 
God and The Knowledge of the Holy. His books impress on the reader the 

possibility and necessity for a deeper relationship with God. 
 
 
We have also added over 100 new titles since February to our growing 
collection. 
 
 
 

1) The Passion of the Christ (DVD) is a quite literal, in-your-face 
interpretation of the final 12 hours in the life of Jesus, scripted almost directly from the 
gospels (and spoken in Aramaic and Latin with a relative minimum of subtitles). Not 
suitable for children. 
 

2) Lent and Easter wisdom from St. Vincent de Paul - 
Includes excerpts from the writings of St. Vincent De Paul. Each selection is paired with 
a Scripture quotation, reflection, a prayer, and an action for the day. St. Vincent, who 
urged his followers to let their actions be guided by extraordinary charity, is a role model 
for Christians today who desire to emulate Christ's love for the poor. 
 
 
 
 
 



 

3) Did the Resurrection Happen...Really? by Josh McDowell and Steve 
Sterrett - 
In Did the Resurrection Happen, Really?: A Dialogue on Life, Death, and Hope, the 
college campus is rocked by a shooting spree that leaves nine students dead. Their up-
close experience with mortality allies the coffee house discussion group together to 
really wrestle with the spiritual and eternal ramifications of whether or not Jesus rose 
from the dead. 
 

4) Iscariot: A Novel of Judas by Tosca Lee -  
Based on extensive research into the life and times of Judas Iscariot, this triumph of 
fiction storytelling by the author of Havah: The Story of Eve revisits one of biblical 
history’s most maligned figures and brings the world he inhabited vividly to life. 
 

5) Follow Me: A Call to Die. A Call to Live by David Platt - 
Scores of men, women, and children have been told that becoming a follower of Jesus 
simply involves believing certain truths or saying certain words. As a result, churches 
today are filled with people who believe they are Christians . . . but aren’t. We want to 
be disciples as long as doing so does not intrude on our lifestyles, our preferences, our 
comforts, and even our religion.  
Revealing a biblical picture of what it means to truly be a Christian, Follow Me explores 
the gravity of what we must forsake in this world, as well as the indescribable joy and 
deep satisfaction to be found when we live for Christ. 
 

6) Six Hours One Friday by Max Lucado -  
In Six Hours One Friday, Max Lucado delves into the meaning of Jesus last hours on 
the cross. Through his death, your life has purpose and meaning. You are forgiven and 
loved by a Savior who died for you. And an empty tomb proclaims that death does not 
have the final word. 


